QUIZ: DOUBLE UP IN TEARS 3.

ANIL
Perth, Australia

3rd of 3. Find two words spelt the same except that one letter is doubled in one but not in the other. This set includes some nonce but hopefully obvious words, mainly of the -less form.

CLUES

1. according to the Lord
3. animal priest
5. baby gas ———
7. behold, a toilet!
9. breast bounce
11. cunning penis
13. detester of milliners
15. eager for knowledge
17. FBI phone spy
19. gentler strangulation
21. hybrid Tibetan cattle on display
23. Italian city that forbids siestas
25. Marriage, you wanna?
27. one who helps a nun (3 words)
29. precipitous climb
31. survivors on mere pennies
33. one who softens or silences a mumble
34. famous pop group when they lack rhythm
36. They enlarge women’s bottoms but not their tops.

2. ‘A little later, boy.’
4. a deep shout from beneath
6. beaten with a stick then fired
8. box of funnies
10. courted girl student
12. dead coffee
14. discarded for a single scratch
16. exist as an insect
18. fortresses without any actors
20. given to pathetic wordplay [moi?]
22. iPads without extra programs
24. mammalian rage
26. non-explosive jewelry
28. peculiar way to die from drugs
30. Scriptures that don’t make you puke
32. trees in need of the GPS
35. fart-inducing drug, or where it sends you

XXX

ANSWERS

1. per Peer
4. bellow below
7. lo, loo!
10. cooed coed
13. hatter hater
16. be bee
19. smoother smother
22. appless Apples
25. Wed weed?
28. odd OD
31. coppers copers
34. beatless Beatles

2. ‘Soon, son.’
5. tot’s toot(s)
8. cartoon carton
11. wily willy
14. scraped, scrapped
17. tapper-taper
20. puny-punny †
23. napless Naples
26. bangless bangles
29. steep step
32. mapless maples
35. poot pot

3. llama lama
6. caned, canned
9. boob bob
12. late latte
15. ken keen
18. castless castles
21. zoo zo
24. furry fury
27. a Sister assister
30. bibleless Bibles
33. mutter muter
36. bustless bustles

† see my Punny Punnys article in this issue for some examples.